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Abstract 
In this paper, I present the fact that important organisations, such as FASB in the United States of America and IASC accept the 
accounting model of evaluation at fair value which substitutes the historical cost model. Supporters of innovation find the 
principles, tenets and conventions of any kind, in a way not only to adapt better to the reality, but also to anticipate developments. 
Although we do not provide evidences as the model for the initial and future evaluations of assets and liabilities (financial and/or 
non-financial) company, the fair value is the measure of evaluation the most relevant because the trades made on the day of their 
development reflect the reality of the moment and all the tools that need to be negotiated quickly by the company determine the 
getting a quick gain. The acceptance of the fair value by all potential users should be subject to a prior agreement.   
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
The concept of fair value has appeared recently in the literature and in the Accounting Standards of IASC and 
FASB in the United States in particular. 
The generally accepted definition of fair value is as follows: "the price at which a property could be exchanged 
between a buyer and a seller normally informed and consenting to it, in a transaction balanced" (IASC). 
Fair value measurement of incomes, as required by standard IAS 18 ("revenues must be measured at fair value 
exchange values received or receivable") precludes an assessment at the nominal value of the transaction. The 
nominal value of the transaction should be based on an accounting approach favoring the legal nature of a 
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transaction in relation to its economic substance. Initial assessment (ie, the date of first entry in the accounts) and 
later assessment (regardless of treatment change in fair value between the two periods either by equity or through 
profit) of assets and / or liabilities at fair value runs counter (or rather Convention) called historical cost, which 
involves keeping the nominal value of money, regardless of changes in its purchasing power. This principle is of 
French law. The Commercial Code allows (1 January 1984) to conduct a review of the balance sheet under certain 
conditions.  The IASC standards for tangible assets (IAS 16) and intangible assets (IAS 38) allow the possibility of 
reevaluation quite regular for all these assets must be valued at their fair value while FASB rule excludes this 
possibility of reevaluation. Measurement at fair value is opposed the principle of prudence, especially when changes 
in value are recorded directly in profit. The evolution of doctrine deserves to be analyzed in accounting literature to 
a wider application, in order to understand what are the origins, foundations and objectives of fair value and in what 
economic and financial environment it is registered. The several standard accounting institutions, more or less 
coordinated, aim to conclude a new pricing agreement previously applied widely recognized. 
The objectives of this paper are: 
- To show when the fair value concept was introduced in accounting and when as a rule evaluation; 
- To examine  the operational implementation for financial instruments; 
- To show the merit and benefits fair value and what are the disadvantages and risks from the point of view of 
those who prepare financial statements and their users; 
- To finally ask if it applies the Convention of evaluation at the fair value what is the relevance of maintaining the 
format and presentation of current accounts (balance sheet, income statement, cash flow statement, statement of 
changes in equity performance condition, annex),  
2. The appearance of "fair value" and accounting standards in the conceptual framework  
In the US (CON 5 § 66) conceptual framework, it si written : "items usually recorded the financial statements are 
measured (estimated) based on various attributes (conventions) that depend on the nature, relevance and reliability 
of the attribute ". 
FASB admits that five attributes or different measurement bases are used in practice: 
- Historical cost; 
- Current cost or replacement value; 
- Market value; 
- Net realizable value; 
- The present value of cash flows. 
Accounting standards require no single assessment base or convention. FASB indicates that, in principle, the first 
entry in the accounts, the amount recorded for an item is the same regardless of consent withheld evaluation. FASB 
shows that the current financial statements are realized by the use of historical cost convention and finds that, if it 
can be regarded as a satisfactory basis for practical and active, such as the stocks, tangible and intangible capital, is 
less for classes of assets and liabilities, such as accounts of customers, suppliers and guarantee commitments. The 
conceptual framework shows us that the modes or different measurement attributes will be used and that the Council 
will be able to select the (convention) appropriate assessment in these specific cases. The FASB has not ruled out 
any convention or rule of valuation of assets and liabilities and any instrument and taken into account, the possibility 
of using any mode of assessment can be judged as being closest to a tool or a transaction according to its 
characteristics and based on criteria such as relevance and reliability. It would be unreasonable to say that no 
concept of fair value conceptual framework of accounting in the US should ban any application. An accounting 
standard 1953 (ARB Accounting Research Bulletin 43 Chapter 7 A) mentioned the concept of fair value, but on a 
very specific and standard APB 29 (Accounting Principles opinions Council) published în1973 and non-cash 
transactions on the accounts indicate in § 15: "The Council concludes that generally non-monetary transactions 
should be based on the fair values of the assets (or services) in question, which is the same basis as that which is 
retained in monetary transactions. the monetary cost of an asset acquired in exchange for a other non-monetary 
assets is the fair value of the asset given in exchange and profit or loss should be recorded 
We note that the fair value in APB No. 16 adopted in 1970 treats with "Consolidation", which provides in § 11 on 
the method of acquisition: "The company buys records at reduced cost minus the assets acquired obligations. A 
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difference between the cost of a company acquired and the fair value amount of tangible and intangible assets 
decreased liabilities identified gap is found in the acquisition. " It is claimed in § 66 that "an asset (an asset that can 
be an entity) purchased through the issuance of shares of the acquired company is recorded at fair value of the asset 
(if applicable entity), it can be said that the shares issued are recorded the fair value of the consideration received in 
return. " References to this book time is important to the extent that the fair value measurement relates or may relate 
to a group of assets and liabilities (an undertaking in its entirety). It uses a fair value evaluation without an 
accounting valuation convention. 
Fair value appears in the glossary attached to FAS 67, published in October 1982 on the accounting for pensions 
by employers. The Council has provided in its conceptual framework that the fair value is used as the basis for 
assessing the most appropriate in specific cases, to better reflect the nature and substance of the transaction and: or 
instruments, sectors concerned, but they do not is still a general rule; each of these standards do not directly affect 
financial instruments. 
 We say that the fair value (before 1990): 
- Is a valuation method for certain transactions and instruments; 
- Has not appeared as a model for assessing the extent that it can not use for evaluation instruments at their initial 
entry in the accounts and thereafter;  
- Has the following definition of "relevant price agreed by the parties and acting in freedom." 
Different measurement bases are used in various degrees and in various combinations in financial statements as 
following:  
- historical cost; 
- current cost; 
- realizable value (regulation); 
- current value, according to the conceptual framework. 
Historical cost is the assessment base most commonly adopted by companies to prepare their financial 
statements. Many companies use it as the basis of current costs, the inability to react against the historical cost 
model to cope with the effects of price changes on non-monetary assets ". IASC says: "the choice of measurement 
bases and concept of capital maintenance will determine the accounting model used for the preparation of financial 
statements. The various accounting models have varying degrees of relevance and reliability and, as in other areas, 
preparers should should seek a balance between relevance and reliability. This framework applies to all series of 
accounting models. At present, it is not the intent of the Board of IASC to prescribe a particular model, except in 
exceptional circumstances. This application will however, subject to revision in the light of developments in the 
world. " The substance of the IASC conceptual framework on the assessment base is very close, if not identical to 
the FASB. He leaves to see the IASC already developing the role of harmonization to the more directly 
normalization. The establishment of American accounting referential fair value assessment is not excluded the 
possible valuation model. The international body leaves a big enough latitude for choosing a valuation model, if it is 
necessary and relevant. The fair value was not a concept widely used and applied at the publication of the 
conceptual framework (whose first version dates from 1975) in 1982. The first international standards which is the 
fair value are: 
- IAS 16 (October 1981): This standard relates to the accounting treatment of assets. It allows companies to 
recognize an asset "at revalued amount, ie its fair value at the date of revaluation less any accumulated depreciation 
at a later date. Fair value is generally determined by estimating market value. When there is no element showing the 
market value, using replacement cost, amortized net ". 
- IAS 18 (June 1982): "The revenue to be measured at fair value counterparts received and receivable. The 
difference between" fair value "and taking into account that the consideration is nominal contabiizată in financial 
products. 
 When goods or services are exchanged for goods or services which are not similar, this type of transaction goes 
off revenue to be measured at fair value of the goods or services received corrected showing the amount of cash or 
cash equivalents transferred. If the fair value goods or services received can not be measured reliably, revenue is 
measured at the fair value of goods or services sold, adjusted by the amount of cash or cash equivalents transfered. 
- IAS 20 (November 1982) "Accounting for government grants" and IAS 22 (June 1983), "enterprise pools". In 
this review stage two accounting standards, the concept of 'fair value' was already present in standards. This type of 
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assessment is particularly known for transactions on the day of their realization (APB 29 and IAS 18). The fair value 
measurement was not raised as a genuine assessment model (assets and liabilities in the balance sheet at the date of 
initial financial statements and later). 
We have that the two standards amid retain an equivalent definition "fair value" knowing that "the price accepted 
by both parties endorsed, acting freely, in a transaction entered into on terms fair competition." 
3. The occurrence of financial instruments that are using the model evaluation at "fair value" 
The United States emerged and quickly developed the first tools financial future and it elaborated first accounting 
standards. The first deals with the standard "future contracts" dated 1984 (SFAS 80, "Accounting for future 
contract"). This standard requires that the change in market value of a contract as a contract of unspecified future 
hedging contract should be established as a gain or loss in profit. It expressly provided that the Council did not 
accept the FASB as an asset or a liability to be recognized in a future contract for the total amount of goods or 
financial instrument support. It is therefore interesting to note that the FASB does not specify the nature of the 
counterparty to assess variation in market value recognized in the income and does not use the concept of 'fair 
value'. This consideration can be confirmed by an interpretation published EITF 1988 (EITF 88 -8) on "swaps- 
mortgage sites". Text indicating that such swaps would not be recognized in the balance sheet at their negotiation 
date and is similar in nature to interest rate swaps that are not recognized in the balance sheet at the origin of the 
transaction. 
In 1993, FAS 115 addressed the accounting for certain securities it adopts the principle of initial and subsequent 
assessment of the securities at their fair value. Trading securities (held for rapid gain) must be measured at fair value 
and changes of the latter are found immediately in income. Investment securities (held for sale "securities held for 
sale") are also systematically included in the balance sheet for their fair value, but the latter changes are recorded as 
a separate component of equity. It was considered only when fair value measurement is recognized as evaluation 
model insofar as it relates to on-balance sheet instruments and their lifetime. The derivatives were in full expansion 
in the world and where large scandals have emerged as a result of huge losses related to financial instruments, FASB 
has not decided that derivatives are financial instruments from the date of the contractual arrangement between the 
parties and their fair value can only be taken as assessment based on the balance sheet date of first entry. FASB 
adopted in 1994 FAS 119 on "Information to be provided on the fair value of derivatives and financial instruments" 
reconciling investors and users and other interested third parties who consider that fair value is only useful and 
relevant information, and businesses and banks. 
We quote: "Council included in its project on financial instruments and off-balance sheet financing in 
1986.Obiectivul this project is to develop standards to help address accounting and reporting and other issues that 
inevitably arise on various financial instruments and related transactions. Given the complexity of the questions 
concerning accounting and evaluation of these financial instruments and transactions and the time that will be 
necessary to solve them, the Council decided to improve the financial information provided in the financial 
statements of these instruments and transactions. " The provisions contained in FAS 119 and including requirements 
to indicate financial instruments at fair value in the appendix highlighting almost certain guidelines that have already 
been taken by the FASB at that time. To say that many technical difficulties were obstacles "political" that collided 
to enforce fair value valuation model, under pressure from companies and financial institutions, there seems to be a 
flawed analysis of the situation. 
In June 1998, it was adopted FAS 133, which confirms (if not already established) fair value assessment model 
(or new convention) accounting assessment by requiring all derivatives, knowing that true devotion will not interfere 
unless the FASB will decide that all financial instruments should be valued at their fair value whatever their nature 
and regardless of the intention with which they are acquired or issued.  
The first standard dealing with financial instruments is IAS 25 published in 1985. The investments (title and 
subject standard) are not identified as own financial instruments. 
The standard includes definitions, including those at fair value, but it is interesting to note that at this time it is 
necessary that current investments (short term) to be measured either at their market value (not fair value) or to the 
little appreciation of the cost and market value, while the concept of fair value of investment property applies only. 
IAS 25 is not a standard retaining fair value as a valuation. The revised IAS 32, published in June 1995, the IASC 
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deals with financial instruments (at that time only about providing information and presentation ie the standard does 
not cover the issues of accounting and evaluation). In 1989, IASC decided in conjunction with the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, to develop a standard on financial instruments. The first exposure draft called E 
40, is launched in September 1991. Comments and criticisms are lead to a new exposure draft E 48 that is published 
in January 1994. It introduces new approaches, such as: 
1. Accounting complex financial instruments (ie comprising a component assimilated to an equity instrument and 
a component comparable to a financial liabilities) depending on the nature of their components); 
2. recognition and out of balance by means of the transfer of risks and benefits; 
3. evaluation of reference based on intent; 
4. evaluation of all financial instruments at their fair value as an alternative method allowed. 
The criticisms refer in particular to the criterion of transfer of risks and rewards for entering and leaving the 
balance sheet and the intention for choosing the method of evaluation. Regarding the systematic evaluation at fair 
value, if an option, it is not subject to high attention. In the absence of sufficient consensus level, IASC decided to 
divide the text into two : 
1. The standard is published in March 1995, IAS 32, which deals only with disclosures in the annex on financial 
instruments; 
2. decided to establish a new working group to develop a standard dealing with financial instruments recognized 
in the balance sheet and evaluation. 
This new working group issued in March 1997 for comment, a document (Discussion Paper), which promotes 
supports the generalization of fair value for all financial instruments. Even before all the comments and criticisms 
that were analyzed, IASC, faced strong opposition from his text proposes firstly to simply adopt American 
standards, then renounces it and decide: 
1. publish a new draft standard transition in April 1998; 
2. to participate in an international working group composed of representatives of the main standardization 
bodies to develop a long-term standard (JSTC joint working group), knowing that the basic axiom that must be 
accepted by all participants if they wish to work effectively is evaluating all financial instruments at fair value. It is 
to specify the model evaluation procedure than discussing the model itself, which must be allowed. 
IASC Board has adopted IAS 39 accounting and valuation of financial instruments after six months of 
publication by FASB FAS 133.This text is thus a much broader scope than the American standard. It can be 
considered very similar if not identical in terms of rules on derivatives and hedging instruments. Regarding other 
instruments: securities, receivables, loans, debt, their accounting treatment is similar to that used in US GAAP. 
In conclusion, the concept of "fair value" was not introduced in the book as the doctrine of financial instruments 
(as defined in 1980). It had previously existed and was particularly taken as the basis for evaluating the transaction 
(sale of a good or service is not necessarily recorded on the invoice value and, therefore, for a nominal value or fair 
value of the payment in any form should be received or receivable in exchange). The measurement of fair value does 
not seem to be considered as relevant for the assessment model or an agreement (in the usual sense detained by 
standardization bodies and treated as a rule - as well as historical cost, current cost, value market, net realizable 
value ... any concept contained explicitly in conceptual frameworks), to the extent that it does not apply to 
measuring instruments systematically accounting for their initial and future presentation in the balance sheet. The 
fair value is the assessment model standards on financial instruments since 1998, when it should be mandatory for 
accounting balance of certain instruments used, at their first entry and at later dates. 
4. Assets founded on "fair value" : advantages and critics 
The issue of "good based on fair value" are only a limited interest or has no real meaning unless finalizing a 
question about its purpose of its use. This concept can be discussed at length, but will not deny that knowledge of a 
price on a certain date who agrees to give him a buyer and a seller for an instrument in a transaction are common 
and ordinary information worthy of interest, therefore, useful to note.We ask ourself if is it relevant this concept? 
The role of financial statements is to provide useful information for doing business and to take economic 
decisions and not to determine who should these decisions. Investors and creditors in general are the main users 
should be help in their decision making. Leaders have meanwhile more information and knowledge about their 
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businesses than the first, and they may improve the quality of information that you provide them . IASC said that 
fair value is introduced to provide useful financial statements for investors. The main qualities attributed fair value: 
1) predictability. "Fair value" to provide better enable future cash flows in the extent to which it integrates design, 
these future cash flows. "Fair value" when investor objectives favor of disclosure of accounting information.  
2) consistency with active management of financial risks. Most companies manage their interest rate risk and 
price and this, even for non-marketable instruments, such as swaps and it is not in relation with historical cost.  
3) counting the total value. Applying historical cost, everything that is not accounted for no cost. This principle 
implies not account for certain financial instruments, including products derived by definition does not require 
financial flows generally at home. Account users can not take them into account in assessing future cash flows. This 
lack of financial statements disappear with the advent of "fair value". 
4) performing accounts. The fair value is not based on the existence of a transaction. In other words, only 
transactions are recorded in historical cost. "Fair value" adds value to the company's decision and allow storage, for 
example, one or more financial instruments. 
5) reduced complexity. Implementation is simple for short-term financial instruments (many reference market) 
and long-term instruments listed and it use "fair value" as part of active management of price risk. 
6) comparability. "Fair value" allows to provide equivalent financial instruments comparable values, regardless 
of their date of entry in the accounts. Active management of price risk using derivatives to avoid asset value to fall 
and that the liabilities to rise. "Fair value" allows to consider this reality in the financial statements.  
7) neutrality. "Fair value" is determined by reference to the external yes or directly on market values or in the 
absence of an active market by reference to a model based on the parameters of external data, it appears as a value 
"neutral" can say it is not influenced by the company. 
The limits and complaints of fair value are: 
1) volatility: Volatility introduced by fair value does not always reflect real changes based events company and 
will not accurately reflect the reality of the transactions and financial position. 
2) lack of database transactions: To the extent that it is not always based on the actual transactions of the 
enterprise. 
3) cost of determining fair value 
For fast and accurate, they lack information on the effects on business developments in the market, they may 
increase uncertainty and cause a distortion of prices; may be the source of an increase in the cost of capital for a 
firm.If there is abundant literature on fair value deals including gaps existing accounting systems and practices: 
- Old principles based primarily on the needs of industrial enterprises (financial instruments were not a concern); 
- Lack of accountability (in stock) products; 
- Irrelevance of the historical cost to translate faithfully management financial risks actively practiced 
increasingly frequently by all enterprises. 
It does not exhibit a clear manner and therefore convincing as a clear indication in the annexes to fair value 
measurements of assets and liabilities of the undertaking is not a sufficient source of information. 
We ask ourselves, why do we limit ourselves to certain assets and liabilities and not generalize application of the 
model? 
5. Conclusion 
The fair value accounting, that substitutes historical cost model is implicitly supported by major standards bodies, 
FASB in the United States, IASC. 
The advocates of innovation and constant questioning of principles, tenets and conventions of any kind, so not 
only to better adapt to reality, especially to predict its evolution, we believe that: 
- any new product must be tried and tested before being imposed on the market; 
- its advantages, disadvantages, its risks, its cost must be pre determined and analyzed in a comprehensive and 
objective way; 
- acceptance by all potential users and those who will be affected, directly or indirectly, its use must also advance 
a consensus. 
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Its impact on business management is such that many business leaders and other users of financial statements do 
not accept it as a management tool and financial reporting. 
I suggest to study the implications on the importance of financial statements in their present form. They must be 
used with substantial revision to get all meanings and interest. 
I think that  the fair value is the most relevant measure evaluation: 
- Transactions on their achievement, because it reflects the reality of the moment; 
- Derivatives at their negotiation date (which is only a result of the above statement); 
- All the tools to be quickly negotiated enterprise to get a fast buck (or commercial trading tools). 
It has not proved to be a model for initial evaluations , future assets and liabilities (financial and / or non-
financial) of the enterprise. Volatility is introduced to measure company performance on a year or a shorter period 
and in equity we actually conducive to accurately reflect economic reality. We chose the result to be a technical 
work carried out successfully and a democratic consensus. 
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